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ABOUT THE EXHIBITION

This exhibition is created by Five Oaks Museum 2021 Guest Curators Kanani

Miyamoto (she/her) and Lehuauakea (they/them), with historical research and

text by Lehuauakea. The Guest Curators are themselves a part of this living

history: both are mixed-Native Hawaiian, have family roots in Hawaiʻi and are now

based in Portland, OR.

DISplace shines light on the widely unknown connection between Hawaiʻi, the

Pacific Northwest, and the communities that continue to flow between these two

regions. As far back as 1787, people coming from and through the Hawaiian

Islands to what’s currently considered the Pacific Northwest have made important

contributions to culture and industry throughout the region.
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DISplace Module 1: :

The Ocean is a Bridge
Introduction, Holokahiki, and artwork by Kia Takamori-Tihada



Introduction
The hawaiian community in the pacific northwest

map your prior knowledge

> What do you already know about Hawai`i? Think about geography, food, music, language, etc.
> What do you already know about Hawaiians in the Pacific Northwest?

ʻŌlelo Hawaiʻi
pidgin language

 

Indigenous

 

displacement

a language with simplified vocabulary and grammar that develops between multiple

groups of people without a common language

the original people who have lived in a place since time immemorial, anywhere in the

world

when something or someone is forced to leave their usual place or home

Native Hawaiian language

DISplace is an online exhibition at Five Oaks Museum. The co-
curators of DISplace, Kanani Miyamoto and Lehuauakea, say: "Both of
us are members of the large mixed-Native Hawaiian community that
has found their way to the Pacific Northwest. This exhibition
developed out of a goal to recover the connected histories of Hawaiʻi
and the Pacific Northwest from pre-fur trade era up until present-day
and rebuild the narrative through the voices of families and individual
descendants today. We have woven pieces of our community’s
visual art, family stories, music, and food into the historical timeline."

> Why does it matter who curated this exhibition?
> Based on this quote and your prior knowledge, what are three
questions you have that you hope to learn about through this
exhibition?

languages on the islands and the mainland

Hawaiʻi's pidgin developed on sugarcane plantations and is influenced by Portuguese, ʻŌlelo Hawaiʻi, English
and other languages. Chinuk Wawa, which is another form of pidgin spoken in the Pacific Northwest, was
developed with the fur trade and is influenced by Chinook, Salish, English and other languages. “Dis place” is a
Hawaiian pidgin translation of “this place.” It symbolizes pride in one’s home and nods to the pidgin languages
in both the Northwest Coast and Hawaiian Islands. It also references the challenges faced by both
communities as they navigated displacement from their homelands.

> Have you heard folks speak Hawaiian Pidgin, Chinuk Wawa, or ʻŌlelo Hawaiʻi? Try listening to the languages
online.
> In addition to pidgin languages, what else do Hawaii and the Pacific Northwest have in common?

A note from the co-curators

Lehuauakea (left) and Kanani Miyamoto (right)
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holokahiki
first Hawaiians abroad

the story of Waineʻe, the first documented hawaiian abroad

The first documented Kanaka Maoli holokahiki is a middle-aged
woman named Waineʻe (pronounced Why-nay-ay). Waineʻe
worked as an assistant to Frances Barkley, a European woman,
on a European merchant ship in 1787. Onboard the ship, she
traveled from Hawai'i to Nootka Sound in what is now Canada,
where the ship picked up highly-prized furs. Next they sailed to
Guangzhou, China to trade. Frances Barkley was the first openly
female European sailor, and she wrote in her diary that Waineʻe
was eager to learn and an agreeable companion to have at sea.
The two women became very close during their time together.
Sadly, after two years at sea, Waineʻe fell ill and passed away
during the return trip to Hawai'i.

A member of Barkley’s crew created this etching of Waineʻe. The
artist anglicized her features by making her face look European.
Only her clothing and accessories suggest her Native Hawaiian
heritage. Representing her in this non-factual way was intended
to show that she was "civilized" in comparison to individuals
whose images were not anglicized.

knowing the past
Although Western history records of the exchanges between Hawaiʻi and foreign lands begin in the late
1700s, there is DNA evidence that Polynesians and Kānaka Maoli have been navigating across oceans and
contacting groups indigenous to Turtle Island for hundreds or thousands of years.

> In addition to written records and DNA, what are other ways people can determine what happened in the
past?

Kanaka or Kanaka Maoli
Kānaka or Kānaka Maoli

Turtle Island
holokahiki

Native Hawaiian person (singular)

Native Hawaiian people (plural)

name for North America; often used by Indigenous communities

"sailor to foreign lands" in ʻŌlelo Hawaiʻi

> Why was Waineʻe the "first documented" Kanaka Maoli traveler instead of just the "first"?
> What was significant about Waineʻe and Frances Barkley's presence on the ship?
> What do you think about how the artist chose to depict Waineʻe?
> Why would the artist want to show that Waineʻe was "civilized"?
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What does the ocean mean to you?
with artwork by kia takamori-tihada

Meet the artist

Kia Takamori-Tihada (she/her)
calls Maui, Hawaiʻi home. She
came to Portland for college. Kia
says: "I love this ocean. I wish I
understood the importance of this
big beauty before I left home."

> If you could meet Kia, what
questions would you ask?

Details of Cluster 1, Cluster 2, and Cluster 3 
by Kia Takamori-Tihada

the meaning of the ocean

The exhibition curators said that: "In Native Hawaiian culture, the
ocean is not seen as a barrier or separation, but instead as a way
of linking many otherwise disparate cultures and communities."

> Do you think the artist would agree with this statement? Why
or why not? 
> What does the ocean mean to you in your life or culture?

look closely

Take a whole minute to look closely at the 3 artworks by Kia
Takamori-Tihada. 

> What do you notice about the similarities and differences
between each artwork?
> Based on the artwork, what words do you think the artist
would use to describe the ocean?

Art activity

Close your eyes and imagine the ocean. What does the air feel
like? What does the water feel like? Using watercolors or
marker on paper, express how the ocean feels through lines
and texture.

Next, imagine a beach. How does the ground feel on your
feet? What are the water and air like here? Make a second
artwork expressing the beach.
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DISplace Module 2:

Between Hawaiʻi and the U.S.
Exchanges, Religious Reform, and artwork by Shaka Funk Design Co.



Beaver and sea otter pelts fueled the maritime trade between the
Pacific Northwest, China, Russia, and Europe in the 1700s and 1800s.
The animal pelts had many uses, from making European top hats to fur
linings on garments for the Chinese elite. 

exchanges across the pacific
Kānaka in the trade expansion

Kamehameha I

 

Kanaka or Kanaka Maoli

Kānaka or Kānaka Maoli

Hudson's Bay Company

King of the Hawaiian Islands from 1712-1819 who unified the islands as one

kingdom; previously each island had its own ruler

Native Hawaiian person (singular)

Native Hawaiian people (plural)

British fur trade company with multiple forts and major trade influence from

the Rocky Mountains to Alaska in the 1800s; employed Kānaka

As part of diplomatic agreements, King Kamehameha I often sent Hawaiians to work in the fur industry along
the Columbia River and the Puget Sound. Known for their wit, dedication, and impressive skills in and on the
water, these early groups of Kānaka made up much of the physical labor in the West Coast trading ports. They
were also critical in establishing mutual relations with local Indigenous tribes in order to learn hunting, fishing,
and gathering customs to better survive in their new environments.

Many Kanaka men established families with local Indigenous women and lived out their lives within tribal
communities after their company contracts expired. Others yearned to return home and made the trip back to
Hawaiʻi as soon as they were able.

> Why were Kānaka significant in the fur trade?
> Why would Kānaka have a critical role in establishing relationships with local Indigenous tribes? 
> What challenges might Kanaka workers have faced living in the Pacific Northwest in the 1800s?

the story of naukane

Naukane (pronounced Now-kah-nay) was appointed by Kamehameha I in
1811 to travel abroad and make sure other Hawaiians were treated fairly by
the fur companies. He worked at Fort Vancouver, a bustling center of the
Hudson's Bay Company that employed mostly Kanaka Maoli and French-
Canadian men. An area there along the Columbia River became known as
“Kanaka Village” for the large Hawaiian community employed there. During
his 30 years in the fur industry, Naukane also traveled to Canada and to
England. He settled in Kanaka Village for the rest of his life.

> How does the role of Kānaka peoples like Naukane compare to the role of
European peoples like the British and French-Canadian fur traders in
settling and colonizing the Pacific Northwest?

fur trade across the pacific
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Missionaries in the Pacific northwest, 1830s

The missionary connection between Hawaiʻi and American
Christian ministries began shortly after initial contact with
Western vessels in the islands. Reverend Hiram Bingham and
his wife Sybil led the first group of American Protestant
missionaries to Hawaiʻi. They assigned a Roman alphabet to
ʻŌlelo Hawaiʻi and taught many Hawaiians to read the Bible in
Hawaiian. Bingham held highly racist sentiments and wanted
to "civilize" Hawaiʻi’s leaders and communities by converting
them to Western, Christian culture. 

Religious Reform
the missionary influence

Missionary establishment in Hawaiʻi, 1820s

Kapu system

 

Protestantism

 

Missionary

the spiritual system that governed daily life in Hawaiʻi prior to the 1820's, including

eating customs, religious rituals, community relationships, and beyond

a person who promotes a religion, often seeking to convert people in a foreign

country

a form of Christianity; believes in the Bible as the highest authority (rather than the

Pope) and salvation through faith alone (rather than through specific behaviors)

All of the Protestant missionary settlements that worked to convert Indigenous tribes in the Pacific Northwest
relied to some extent on Kānaka employees for labor. As a result, Native Hawaiian communities often
interacted with tribes within the missions’ vicinity.

> How did Kānaka employees support the ministry leaders?
> What do you think the interactions between Kānaka employees and local Indigenous tribes might have
been like? 

Queen Kaʻahumanu (pictured), regent and guardian of young king Kamahameha II, led a monumental societal
shift by converting to Christianity and dismantling the traditional kapu spiritual system. Queen Kaʻahumanu,
King Kamahameha II, and his mother Queen Keōpūolani broke the kapu system by sharing a meal together,
which was forbidden for men and women. Even with their conversion to the Christian faith facilitating the
growth of American missions, Queen Kaʻahumanu was noted for her firm Hawaiian advocacy in business
dealings and diplomacy with the American government. She negotiated with foreigners who often sought to
take political power under the guise of religious salvation and trade deals.

> Why might Queen Kaʻahumanu, King Kamahameha II, and Queen Keōpūolani have wanted to dismantle the
kapu system? Why might they have chosen to convert to Christianity?
> What do you see in the image of Queen Kaʻahumanu? What do you think the artist wanted to say about the
Queen by how they chose to depict her?
> What did Americans like Hiram Bingham mean by "civilized" and "uncivilized"? What do you think makes a
society civilized or uncivilized? 
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Hawaiian or American?
with artwork by shaka funk design co.

Meet the artists

The artists of Shaka Funk Design Co.
grew up as classmates in O‘ahu,
Hawaiʻi. Both came to Oregon for
college. They say: "This collage is our
answer to a question posed to Native
Hawaiians today from foreigners: Are
we Hawaiian or American?”

> If you could meet the artists, what
questions would you ask?

HI-story of Struggle by Shaka Funk Design Co.

Are we hawaiian or american?

After establishing power in Hawaiʻi through the fur trade and
missions, American businessmen stole political control over
the Hawaiian kingdom in 1893. Hawaiʻi became a U.S. territory,
then became the 50th U.S. state. 

> What do you think the artists think about Hawaiʻi's statehood?
What tells you that?
> After reading the artists' quote below, what does the artwork
tell you their answer might be to the question "Hawaiian or
American"?

look closely

Take a whole minute to look closely at the
artwork by Shaka Funk Design Co.

> What phrases can you read?
> How would you describe the people
depicted?
> Based on the artwork, what words do
you think the artists would use to describe
Hawaiian identity?

Art activity

What is a big change that occurred in
your life or in your country? 

Create a collage by cutting out pictures
from newspapers, magazines, or the
internet to express how you feel about
that change. Consider which colors
would express your emotions, what
words and phrases describe that change,
and what people, objects, and symbols
were important to the event or time
period. 

Once you have gathered your images,
arrange them together until you like how
it looks, then glue it down onto a piece of
paper. 
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DISplace Module 3:

'Ohana makes Home
Making Home, Music, and artwork by Kevin Matthew Kaunuali'i Kiesel



The Puget Sound and Salish Sea region was highly disputed between the U.S. and Britain in the 1850's. To
claim it as their own, an American company established Belle Vue farm on San Juan Island and employed
several Hawaiians as shepherds. Several of these Hawaiian shepherds brought their wives and families with
them. The families on San Juan Island closely kept in touch with other communities of Kānaka who settled on
the British side of the Salish Sea, including Vancouver Island and Salt Spring Island. 

>  How does the role of Kānaka shepherds and families compare to the role of Americans and British people in
claiming and settling the Puget Sound and Salish Sea region?

Being so far from home in Hawaiʻi, families tried as much as
possible to retain the pillars of ʻohana and community that
defined their lives before leaving for shores abroad. They
shared crops and home goods amongst each other, held
communal church and school services, and even sent for
newspapers from back home in the Hawaiian language. They
held much pride for their cultural heritage, as noted by the
Hamilton family, who were neighbors with the Hawaiians:
“…[they] brought their own flag with them over here I believe,
the Hawaiian flag… they all brought their guitars with them. I
think that you could have called this a little Hawaii along
here.”

> Even though they were far from Hawai'i, how did the
families stay connected to their culture and community?
> What are some of the ways that you and your family
celebrate your cultural heritage?
> The map shows the locations of Hawaiian families' homes
and farms on Salt Spring Island. What do you notice about
the locations on the map?

Making home on new shores
Salt spring island and the puget sound

Puget Sound

 

Kanaka or Kanaka Maoli

Kānaka or Kānaka Maoli

'ohana

Native Hawaiian person (singular)

Native Hawaiian people (plural)

family; can be used to describe biological or community affiliations

a large inlet of the Salish Sea, off of the Pacific Ocean; the current US-Canada

border runs through the Salish Sea

Settling on the puget sound
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A little hawAi'i



There are accounts of music being played at the frequent lūʻau held by the Salt Spring Island Kānaka and
those employed at the Hudson’s Bay Company forts further south. Kanikapila lasted for hours as workers and
families shared music, food, and stories with each other. 

Kyla Uilaniokekaimalie Maunakea's Story

the role of music
in the Hawaiʻi diaspora

Music brings us together

diaspora

lūʻau

kanikapila

aloha deep sense of oneness and compassion; from alo (face) and hā (breath)

a population of people living beyond their original homeland, often involuntarily

modern term for potluck feast

live music, jam session to play music together

"My Native Hawaiian background is the fuel behind my music. My great
grandmother Kupuna Katherine Maunakea was a native Hawaiian
speaker and composer of over 100 songs. I was raised surrounded by
culture, art, music, and dance. At the age of 14, I studied bass and shortly
after became the bass player for 'Bruddah Kuz,' my father's band. Not
long after, I learned guitar and started composing my own songs.

In 2015, I left Hawaiʻi island to find my life's purpose. In Portland, I have
been able to collaborate with an array of artists. I write songs about my
friends, my experiences, the places that I go, the feelings I have felt. I
love to share my ALOHA. That is how we stay connected."

> How has music impacted Kyla's life?
> Try listening to one of Kyla's songs by searching her musician name
"Miss Killa" on Soundcloud. What do you notice about Kyla's songs?
> Try listening to one of Kyla's father's songs by searching his band name
"Bruddah Kuz" on YouTube. What do you notice about his songs?
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Today, musicians in the Hawaiʻi-to-Pacific Northwest diaspora still play
an important role in creating common spaces of connection through
familiar songs and sounds. For example, Portland-based musician Uaia
Keola Napoleon (pictured) performs live music at local restaurants and
kanikapila gatherings, and also teaches ukulele classes.

> Why might the Kānaka in the Pacific Northwest in the 1800's have
frequently played music and held lūʻaus?
> What kinds of songs remind you of your home or family?



far from home
with artwork by Kevin Matthew Kaunuali'i Kiesel

Meet the artist
Kevin Matthew Kaunuali'i Kiesel grew
up in Wahiawa and moved to Seattle
for art school. He says: "I didn't see my
sci-fi art as belonging to Hawaiian art,
like surf art or whales and dolphins.
But you can be the kind of Hawaiian
that you want to be."

> If you could meet the artist, what
questions would you ask?

Kou EndeMech by Kevin Matthew Kaunuali'i Kiesel

hawaiian science fiction

An endemic species is a species that is
native to a particular place. The Kou
flower, which is wrapped around this
traveling mech as camouflage, is
endemic to Hawai'i. 

> How does the artist stay connected to
Hawai'i while living in a new home on
the continent? What tells you that?
> When you think of science fiction,
what do you think of? How is this
artwork similar and different to the
science fiction that you thought of?
> How does this artwork imagine the
world in the future? What tells you that?
> After reading the artists' quote on the
left, what do you think should be
considered "Hawaiian art?"

look closely

Take a whole minute to look
closely at the artwork by Kevin
Matthew Kaunuali'i Kiesel.

> What patterns can you see?
> How would you describe the
machine depicted?
> Based on the artwork, what words
do you think the artist would use to
describe traveling away from
home?

Art activity

Imagine you were moving far away.
First, invent a machine that would
transport you there. How would it
move (walk, swim, fly?) and what
mechanic parts would it need?
Sketch your machine. 
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Second, what would you bring with you to remind you of this
land you live in now? Think about the climate, the plants and
animals, the sounds and music. How would your machine
carry that with you? Add to your sketch, then draw the
background and color it all in!
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DISplace Module 4:

Malihini Influences
Newcomers, Mix Plate, and artwork by Christopher Lum



In the late 1800's and early 1900's, the fur trade declined and the sugar
cane plantations in the Hawaiian Islands rapidly expanded. Sugar cane
must be harvested with large blades. The plantation owners contracted
immigrants from Japan, China, the Philippines, Korea, and Portugal to do
this highly strenuous labor. These newcomer groups settled around the
numerous plantations that were built on Native Hawaiian lands. They
quickly experienced the harsh plantation conditions.

Minekichi and Sute Tamura left Japan for Hawaiʻi in 1907. After working on the
plantations. Minekichi looked for better employment. He found work at several
sawmills in the Seattle, Washington area. He had to leave Sute and their children
in Hawaiʻi until he saved enough money to bring them to the Pacific Northwest.
Once the family reunited, they took up farming in Gresham, Oregon.

> What kinds of jobs could Asian-Pacific Islander immigrants get in Hawaiʻi and
in the Pacific Northwest in the 1900s? Why might they have mainly been able
get these types of jobs and not other types of jobs?

newcomers
the plantation era and beyond

plantation

immigrant

Annexation of 1898

 

cannery

sawmill

a person who comes to live permanently in a foreign country

a factory where trees are sawed into planks of wood by machines

a large farm that only grows one crop to sell for profit

American plantation owners and businesspeople overthrew the Hawaiian

kingdom with military force, which led to Hawai'i becoming a U.S. territory

a factory where food is put into cans

From sugar cane plantations in Hawai'i...
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...to industry in the pacific northwest

Minekichi and sute tamura's Story

A sugar cane thicket in Hawaiʻi

Japanese sugar cane plantation workers in
Kaʻū, Hawai'i in 1890

A Filipino cannery worker juggles
cans of salmon in Alaska, circa

1920s-1940s.

After the illegal annexation of Hawaiʻi by the United States in 1898,
many Japanese, Chinese, Filipino, and mixed-race plantation
workers sought better opportunities in the Pacific Northwest. They
found work in coal mines, the California Gold Rush, transcontinental
railroad construction, canneries, and other industries. 

> Has your family or someone you know moved or immigrated?
What was the reason? What was the experience like? 

> What are the differences between the fur industry and the sugar
cane industry? How did that shift the population of Hawaiʻi?



Due to the arrival of malihini to Hawaiʻi from many different countries, the foods born in the islands blend
foreign flavors with local ingredients and preferences to create a vibrant mix of cuisine. 

mix plate
Hawaiʻi’s Unique Blend of Cuisines

 

some island favorites

horticulturist

proteins

malihini

cuisine

 

a style of cooking that is characteristic of a particular country or region

an expert in garden science

nutrients that build muscles; present in foods such as meats, nuts, and beans

"foreigner," "newcomer," or "introduced" in Native Hawaiian
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> How were the foods influenced by foreigners? How were they influenced by Hawaiʻi's land and culture?
> How are some of your own favorite foods influenced by more than one culture and place?

Lomi Salmon
None of the 3 main ingredients in lomi salmon originated in the Hawaiian Islands.
Captain Cook of England brought onions on his ship in 1778. Spanish horticulturist
Francisco de Paula Marin brought tomatoes in the 1790s. Canadian-based
Hudson’s Bay Company brought salmon to Hawaiʻi in the 1820's and employed
several thousand Native Hawaiians in the Pacific Northwest fur trade.

SPAM Musubi
Canned proteins like SPAM became a Hawaiian staple in the 1930's and 40's after
American officials passed laws preventing non-U.S. citizens from getting permits for
larger fishing vessels. This ended the careers of countless local Japanese fishermen
and put a strain on fresh food supplies. SPAM musubi is very similar to the
traditional Japanese onigiri rice ball and is the most popular SPAM menu item today.

Malasadas
Malasadas, a fried donut-like treat, is coated in sugar and contains fillings like
haupia (coconut pudding), lilikoʻi (passionfruit). or kalo (taro). The many plantation
laborers from Portugal brought sweet baked goods when they arrived to work in
Hawaiʻi in the 1890's. Because Hawaiʻi and Portugal share a similar climate and long
relationship with sugar cane, sugar became a primary ingredient in these treats. 

Saimin
With roots in both Japanese and Chinese cuisines, saimin is a hot noodle soup made
with noodles slightly softer than ramen. Made from dried seaweed, bonito broth, fish
cake, and vegetables, the dish was both born out of the plantation communities that
immigrated to the islands. It is a favorite comfort food found in most local Japanese
and Chinese restaurants on the islands today.



aloha ʻāina
with artwork by christopher lum

Meet the artist
Christopher Lum is mixed Japanese-
Chinese. He farmed on Oʻahu and
Hawaiʻi islands before moving to the
Pacific Northwest. He says, "I wanted
to convey the influence of aloha ʻāina,
and the spread of canoe plants
through the Pacific." 

> If you could meet the artist, what
questions would you ask?

Laka by Chris Lum

canoe plants

Canoe plants are plants that were
brought across the ocean to Hawaiʻi by
ancient Polynesian seafarers. Some of the
canoe plants in this painting include kalo
(taro), ko (sugar cane), and mai`a (banana).

> How does the way that canoe plants
became part of Hawaiian culture
compare to Hawaiʻi's cuisine?
> How does this artwork imagine people's
relationship to plants and land?

look closely

Take a whole minute to look closely at the artwork by
Christopher Lum.

> What plants do you see?
> How would you describe the types of marks and
brushstrokes that the artist used?
> Based on the artwork, what words do you think the artist
would use to describe Hawaiʻi?

Art activity

Identify 5 or 6 plants that make you think of your home.
Maybe they are plants in your house, maybe they are
native to the land and climate you live in, or maybe they
are connected to a special memory. You can look up
photos for reference, and research how those plants came
to be part of your home.

Next, use a pencil to sketch a portrait of yourself in the
center of the paper. Consider what kind of expression you
would have on your face when surrounded by your plants
from home. Sketch your plants around you by putting
some in the foreground and some in the background. Can
you add a hand gesture showing how you connect with
these plants? Finally, add color and different kinds of
marks and brushstrokes.
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Aloha ‘āina

Aloha ‘āina means a deep connection to
all living beings, water, and earth of the
land that gives life. ‘Āina means "that
which feeds."

> After reading the artists' quote on the
left, how do you think he connects to
aloha ʻāina?

https://www.canoeplants.com/kalo.html
https://www.canoeplants.com/maia.html
https://www.canoeplants.com/maia.html
https://www.canoeplants.com/maia.html
https://www.canoeplants.com/maia.html
https://www.canoeplants.com/maia.html
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DISplace Module 5:

More than Paradise
Tourist Economy, Challenges, and artwork by Kalei'okalani Matsui



"Hawaiian culture is constantly in danger of
commercialization."  —Haunani-Kay Trask
The dependency of Hawaiʻi’s economy on tourist service
has led to displacement of Hawaiians from their lands,
rising costs of living leading many to leave the islands, the
misrepresentation of Native Hawaiian culture, and
damage to ecologically sensitive environments,

> Why is commercialization seen as a "danger" to
Hawaiian culture?

The U.S. illegally overthrew Hawaiʻi's government in 1893. As passenger ships and airlines increased, tourist
agencies promoted the “Hawaiian holiday” to white Americans. By the 1980's, tourism had replaced sugar
plantations as Hawaiʻi’s primary economic resource. Today, over nine million tourists from around the world
visit Hawaiʻi every year.

tangled roots
of a tourist economy

tourist

Kānaka or Kānaka Maoli

commercialization

displacement

lei

a person who is traveling or visiting a place for enjoyment

Native Hawaiian people (plural)

a garland to be worn; often made with flowers with symbolic meanings

making or doing something mainly to make money

when something or someone is forced to leave their usual place or home

the boom of tourism
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danger of commercialization

Native Hawaiian lei makers sell their lei to arriving
tourists in 1901.

This 1938 poster advertises Pan American Airways’
passenger service from San Francisco to Honolulu

In order to further advertise for tourism, multiple agencies
sponsored tours of Kānaka, especially young girls, to visit
the American west coast. In 1907, one group of nine
Hawaiian girls traveled to California, Oregon, and
Washington by steamship. They met businessmen, wore
leis, and pinned on ribbons that said "Everyone's happy in
Hawaiʻi." Large crowds gathered to look at the girls.

> How did the girls' tours advertise for tourism? What
image of Hawaiians did they show Americans?

tours of Kānaka on the mainland

> If tourism is a primary industry in a place, what jobs are
available to local residents? 
> What is going on in the two pictures? What emotions do
you think the people depicted are feeling?



1844 to 1926: Black people excluded from settling in Oregon; affects Kānaka Maoli with darker skin tones
1862 to 1967: Interracial marriage between white and non-white/mixed race individuals prohibited
1888 to 1943: Chinese Exclusion Act bans Chinese immigration
1913 to 1952: Non-citizens not allowed to own land in California, specifically targeting Japanese farmers

One of the greatest challenges faced by Asian-Pacific Islander immigrants to the mainland has been systemic
racial discrimination that they experienced on a daily basis. Here are a few examples of discriminatory laws:

 

> How would these laws affect immigrants to the U.S. mainland from Hawaii? 
> How are these laws fair or unfair? 

experiencing violence

challenges
in a new home abroad

racial discrimination in U.S. laws

discrimination

 

Indigenous

assimilate

segregation

ethnic group a group of people with shared culture and ancestry

unfair treatment of people based on a group they are perceived to belong to, such as

race, age, or gender

the original people who have lived in a place since time immemorial, anywhere

to bring into conformity with the culture of a dominant social group

enforced separation of different racial groups in a community or country

Racism has led to violence and segregation in the Pacific Northwest. Across the 1900s, mobs chased Filipino
and Chinese residents out of multiple towns. Non-white people were often only allowed to live in segregated
areas. Ethnic neighborhoods with rich cultures formed, such as Chinatowns and Koreatowns. During WWII, the
U.S. government forced all Japanese Americans living on the West Coast into incarceration camps.

> What kinds of racial discrimination did Asian-Pacific Islander immigrants experience? 
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peter kalama's story

In the 1800s, many Kānaka men who came to work
in the fur trade started families with Native women.
In order to assimilate Indigenous kids and destroy
Native cultures, the U.S. government separated
Indigenous children from their families. Peter Kalama
was one of those children. He was Native Hawaiian
and Nisqually. Children like Peter were sent to
Christian boarding schools. They were only allowed
speak English. Both Peter and Lillie Pitt, a Warm
Springs woman who became his wife, attended the
Forest Grove Indian Training School in Oregon.

> How do you react to Peter's story? 
Peter Kalama, Lillie Pitt, and their children, circa 1885-1910



giving connection
with lei by kalei'okalani matsui

Meet the lei maker
Kaleiʻokalani Onzuka Matsui is of
Kanaka Maoli, Black, Japanese, and
Chinese heritage and was raised in
Wai`anae, O`ahu. Now a Washington
resident, Kalei is the leader of her
Tahitian dance troupe Huraiti Mana,
and a Hawaiian lei weaver.

> If you could meet the artist, what
questions would you ask?

Video Still of Lei Weaving with Hyacinth by Kalei'okalani Matsui

the meaning of lei

Kalei says "Lei are not simply decorative
pieces or a token of an island; they
share a spiritual connection with and are
representative of the land they come
from, the people who create them, and
the people for whom they are made. Lei
is a cultural, spiritual, and personal
exchange of aloha (deep love), mana
(spiritual power), mahalo (gratitude), and
mana'o (knowledge)."

> How would you explain what Kalei is
saying in your own words?
> How does Kalei's description and
image of lei compare to the two images
with lei on the Tangled Roots page?
> How does Kalei resist
commercialization of Hawaiian culture?
> How does Kalei resist assimilation? 

look closely
Take a whole minute to look closely at
the image of Kalei'okalani Matsui.

> What do you see in the image?
> What steps to making lei can you
identify in the image?
> Based on the image, what emotions
do you think the artist would use to
describe making and giving lei?

Art activity

You will create a gift of connection to
the land. Who will you give it to? Take a
walk around your home, yard, or
neighborhood to gather special items
with a connection to the land for your
gift. If you gather flowers, ask your
neighbors!
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Lay out all of the special items. If you have flowers, a needle,
and thread, you can string the blossoms together by running the
needle through the base of the flowers. If you have other items,
arrange them in a circle and rearrange until you are happy with
their placement, then glue them onto paper. As you work, think
about the person you are making it for. Finally, give them the gift
and share the meaning.
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DISplace Module 6:

Growing Community
Community Resilience, Conclusion, and artwork by Palmarin Merges



Through the 1900s, Asian-Pacific Islanders in the Pacific Northwest organized into tight-knit communities in
response to many obstacles. Japanese immigrants formed social organizations called kenjinkai to help
members find jobs, while Chinese immigrants founded business coalitions called Benevolent Associations to
protect immigrant workers and advocate for political affairs. Filipinos found solidarity through labor unions and
led the legal fight against harsh labor contracts, housing restrictions, and other discriminatory limitations
placed on Asian and Pacific Islander groups. Koreans formed large agricultural communities and found lasting
connections through religious congregations. These community organizations planted the seeds for many
vital connections that are still active today.

community resilience
and a growing legacy

immigrant

labor union

 

culture shock

displacement

lei

a person who comes to live permanently in a foreign country

an organized group of workers who act collectively to protect their working

conditions

a garland to be worn; often made with flowers with symbolic meanings

confusion and anxiety caused by suddenly experiencing an unfamiliar culture

when something or someone is forced to leave their usual place or home

planting the seeds
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Nā Haumāna O Hawaiʻi, the Hawaiian student group, in the
2019 graduating class at Pacific University in Oregon. 

Each student is wearing multiple lei around their necks as is
tradition in graduation celebrations back home in Hawaiʻi.

As the cost of living rises in Hawaiʻi, many Asian and
Pacific Islander families continue to relocate to the
Pacific Northwest. According to a 2018 report by the
Coalition of Communities of Color “Native Hawaiian and
Pacific Islander Communities are the fastest growing
community (for whom data is available) in both the US
and in Washington County, [Oregon]; they have grown
by approximately 60% between 2010 and 2015.” 

One of the greatest contemporary challenges is the
culture shock and feelings of displacement. Dozens of
community organizations give those from the islands
opportunities to honor their heritage even when
separated by over 2,000 miles of ocean.

a growing population

> How was forming organizations an important way for Asian-Pacific Islanders to create community ties and to
stand up for their rights?

> How did you react to reading that Native Hawaiians
and Pacific Islanders are the fastest growing community
in the US?
> Do you and/or your family participate in a community
organization? What is your experience like?



The stories of Hawaiians in the Pacific Northwest are widely overlooked or misrepresented in textbooks and
media. Hawaiians have long contributed to industry, development, culture, politics, and activism that the
region continues to benefit from today. Regardless of ethnic group, time period, or region in which they
settled, one thing is clear about these communities that have flowed and continue to flow between Hawaiʻi
and the Pacific Northwest: the challenges of being displaced from one’s home are no match for the power of
community through shared resilience, resistance, and determination grounded in cultural identity.

> Do you think it is important to learn about the stories of Hawaiians in the Pacific Northwest? Why or why not?
> Reflect on all of the DISplace modules. How does the DISplace exhibition show the power of community?

conclusion
ʻAʻohe loa i ka hana a ke aloha. distance is ignored by aloha

the power of community

misrepresent

ethnic group

resilience

aloha deep sense of oneness and compassion; from alo (face) and hā (breath)

to show information in a way that is false or unfair

a group of people with shared culture and ancestry

the ability to adapt, recover, and carry on from difficult life events
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distance is ignored by

aloha

If one traveled in a straight line
across the ocean from the
viewpoint of this image, they
would arrive in Hawaiʻi directly
from the Oregon Coast. 

ʻAʻohe loa i ka hana a ke aloha.
Distance is ignored by aloha. 

> How would you explain what
this saying means in your own
words? 

map your learning

> What have you learned about Hawai`i? Think about geography, food, music, language, etc.
> What have you learned about Hawaiians in the Pacific Northwest?
> What would you still like to learn about Hawai`i or Hawaiians in the Pacific Northwest?

Compare your answers to the "Map Your Prior Knowledge" section on the introduction page of DISplace
Module 1: The Ocean is a Bridge to see how your learning has grown! 
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Looking directly towards Hawaiʻi from the Oregon Coast.



growing in circles
with art by palmarin merges

Meet the artist
Palmarin Merges is a Filipina born in
Honolulu, Hawaiʻi. She moved to the
Pacific Northwest in 2005, and now
lives in Japan. She takes used
materials and playfully transforms
them into art to give them a new life. 

> If you could meet the artist, what
questions would you ask?

contour lines, targets and growth rings by Palmarin Merges

Growth rings 

Palmarin says about this artwork: "Each
passing year is enfolded within its trunk
as the tree grows. Tightly grouped
lines express slow growth, drought or
lack of sunlight; abundance is seen in
rings that are broad and wide."

> Where in the artwork do you notice
tight and thin rings? Where do you
notice broad and wide rings?
> In your own words, how do tree rings
represent growth?
> In addition to tree rings, what else
might the circles represent?

look closely

Take a whole minute to look closely at the artwork
by Palmarin Merges. 

 
> What do you see in the image?
> What do the circles look like to you?

Art activity

Gather colorful papers and/or fabrics. Use scissors
to cut them into small, medium, and large circles.

Arrange the circles in layers on top of one another
and test different arrangements until you are happy
with it. Then glue each circle onto the one below it.
Glue the entire pile of circles onto a piece of white
paper. If you would like, embellish the circles with
marker.
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ʻAʻohe loa i ka hana a ke aloha. Distance
is ignored by aloha.

> After reading about the artist on the
right, do you think she would agree
with this saying? Why or why not?

Displace, distance, and aloha


